NEW HEIGHTS FOUNDATION PHASE

INTRODUCTION

NEW HEIGHTS ENGLISH BIG BOOKS

APPROVED FOR FIRST ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE
NEW HEIGHTS English Big Books are a series of graded fiction and non-fiction Big Books with two titles in each book. There are 30 titles in Grade 1 and 20 titles in Grade 2 and 3. The Big Books can be used for Shared Reading. The content of each Big Book is designed to appeal to South African learners to promote reading for meaning and comprehension.

NEW HEIGHTS ENGLISH GRADED READERS

NEW HEIGHTS English Graded Readers are a series of graded fiction and non-fiction readers that are small copies of the Big Books. Each grade covers themes recommended by CAPS so that the vocabulary is recycled. The readers can be used for Independent, Paired and Group and Guided Reading.

NEW HEIGHTS VOCABULARY CHARTS

NEW HEIGHTS Vocabulary Charts are a series of wall charts. There are 15 charts, 14 double-sided, in each pack. They cover topics like My Body, My House, Animals and Insects, Colours, Food and so on. They are also available in Afrikaans, isiZulu, isiXhosa and Sesotho.

NEW HEIGHTS AFRIKAANS BIG BOOKS

APPROVED FOR FIRST ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE
NEW HEIGHTS Afrikaans Big Books are a series of graded fiction and non-fiction Big Books with two titles in each book. There are 8 titles in Grade 1 and 6 titles in Grade 2 and 3. Additional resources available: Graded Readers that are small copies of the Big Books and Vocabulary Charts.

NEW HEIGHTS ISIZULU BIG BOOKS

APPROVED FOR FIRST ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE
NEW HEIGHTS isiZulu Big Books are a series of graded fiction and non-fiction Big Books with two titles in each book. There are 20 titles in Grade 1 and 10 titles in Grade 2 and 3. Additional resources available: Graded Readers that are small copies of the Big Books and Vocabulary Charts.

NEW HEIGHTS ISIXHOSA BIG BOOKS

APPROVED FOR HOME LANGUAGE
NEW HEIGHTS isiXhosa Big Books are a series of graded fiction and non-fiction Big Books with two titles in each book. There are 20 titles in Grade 1 and 10 titles in Grade 2 and 3. Additional resources available: Graded Readers that are small copies of the Big Books and Vocabulary Charts.

NEW HEIGHTS SEPEDI BIG BOOKS

APPROVED FOR HOME LANGUAGE
NEW HEIGHTS Sepedi Big Books are a series of graded fiction and non-fiction Big Books with two titles in each book. There are 8 titles in Grade 1 and 6 titles in Grade 2 and 3.

NEW HEIGHTS SESOTHO GRADED READERS

NEW HEIGHTS Sesotho Graded Readers are a series of graded fiction and non-fiction readers. There are 20 titles in Grade 1 and 10 titles in Grade 2 and 3.